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CM or Media Courses (CM & LMC Students)

Documentary Video making (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3258 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

Film & Television in Spain (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3252 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

Film Narrative (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3853 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

Fundamentals of Film and Video (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3406 (3 Hours) + LMC 3xxx (1 Hour)*

Media Landscape (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3254 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

TV News Production (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3406 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

TV Studies (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3252 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

Additional LMC Courses (LMC Students)

International Journalism I (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3843 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

International Journalism II (6 ECTS)
- LMC 3843 (3 Hours) + LMC 3XXX (1 Hour)*

Journalism: Conflict, Media & Violence (6 ECTS)
- LMC 4400 (3 Hours) + LMC 4XXX (1 Hour)*

Screenwriting for Cinema II and Scriptwriting for TV Production II (both courses combined)
- LMC 3234 (3 Hours) + LMC 3xxx (1 Hour)*

Humanities Courses (All Students)

Intro to Gender Studies (6 ECTS)
- LMC 2200 (3 Hours) + LMC 2XXX (1 Hour)*

Notes

LMC 3406 cannot count towards your GT degree twice. You must choose Fundamentals of Film and Video OR TV News Production.

* The extra one hour that comes with each of these classes can be combined for a total of three hours of LMC 3XXX to be placed in the following areas:
  CM Students: A CM or Media course in your LMC Thread
  LMC Students: a Media Foundation course, a Media Specialty course," an LMC elective, OR a Film Specialty Class
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